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and according as the Government established its control,,
posts of them were pushed out into the small towns.
They were repeatedly attacked by armed bands,
plundered and insulted : more than one lost his life :
but the design of keeping them purely civic was
maintained, in the wise belief that the public would
learn to do what they had never done in Ireland—
support the police in an emergency.
The Dublin Metropolitan Police, a body which had
always been partially paid for from the rates and had
never acquired a military character, was continued,
and its detective side revised and strengthened.
The control of the Civic Guard was put in the
hands of General  0' Duffy,  who  had  distinguished
himself in the I.R.A., and that of the D.M.P. was
entrusted to General Murphy, a soldier of the European
war.   But counsel was taken with the permanent
authorities of the old force in both cases.    Generally,
in the conduct of all the civil departments the new
minister retained at least an important part of the
staff which had carried out the work under succeeding
Governments.   But  matters  were   different   in   the
army.   The I.R.A-. had existed as  an organisation
opposed  to   British   troops.    In  forming   the   new
National Army which was needed to combat the civil
war, forced on by mutiny in the I.R.A., it was open
to General Mulcahy, on whom the task chiefly fell,
to enlist the services of retired Irish officers having
high  professional  standing.   There   was   a   definite
refusal to utilise the opportunity.   A certain number
of junior officers, demobilised after 1918, had resented
so strongly the British action in Ireland after the
war that they joined the I.R.A. and fought.   Such of
these as were available received high commands in
the National Army.   But none of them had more than
the experience of a company commander.   General
Murphy, who from a civilian post had joined the army
in 1914 and risen to the command of a brigade, was the
only ex-British officer employed who had ever handled

